Pesticides: just what's the plan?

Tony Howorth tries to unravel the misgivings, misconceptions and plain madness surrounding pesticides and suggests ways in which greenkeepers might take the upper hand
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The right approach

Jim Arthur argues the case for realistic designs for approaches. Movable contours means sensible maintenance, he says...
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Time for a good feed

No, we're talking not about your Christmas dinner... Michael Bird discusses spring fertilisers, and just what to look out for...
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Heart and soul

A venerable golf course architect shaped it and a keen head greenkeeper maintains it: David White examines a labour of love at Tain....
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Countdown has begun

The 1994 BTME will be bigger and better than ever. We preview the industry's big one
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DEPARTMENTS

Faces and places

Letters

Around the Green

Japanese film crew's plans for an electronic St Andrews; new appointments; golf's stamps of approval. It's all here...
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Video points; students say thanks; inspiring trade shows, accidents in waiting; lost opportunities - these and more in a bulging postbag...
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Regular updates from our correspondents. Find out what's going on:...
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Iain MacLeod, Tain's head greenkeeper on the course he's called his own for over 18 years